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The journey is as important as the destination.

Easiest way in and easiest way out, and get the best view; that’s what should be our

mantra for orthopaedic exposures.

L Prakash
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Thirty-six years back, when my plastic surgeon friend
explained to me that skin too had vascular dermatomes; and

plastic surgical flaps are designed accordingly, I understood that
anatomy existed beyond Henry Gray; we all knew so well.

This year too; when I saw the beautiful painstaking watercolour
paintings including drawings of KRAISSL’S lines from the book
Atlas of Orthopaedic Surgical Exposures  by Dr L Prakash, my
old schoolmate from Gwalior, I suddenly enriched my knowledge.

Realisation dawned on me that a time has come to revise our
existing teachings as every orthopaedic colleague to whom I
sent that picture and the PDF was impressed and astonished.

Now I realise that the knife too has to relearn its set of rules.
Written lucidly in short and  simple sentences, and illustrated
with pictures emulating F. Netter, with a few words and many
pictures, this Atlas  was a pleasure to read, and I spent five fast
hours reading it from cover to cover. I am astonished at the
amount of work Dr L Prakash has single-handedly put in this
book. He has written the text, made the drawings, painted the
water colours, and even edited, formatted and made the layout
on his fancy new Apple computer.

Hats off to Dr L Prakash for making both the audio and video
versions of the book, and I had an immense pleasure in listening
to the book on my car stereo during a long drive. It makes
revision so easy.

Though I have twenty more things to learn from the
orthopaedic legend Dr L Prakash, I begin first with exposures,
before I begin to wade through the chest of his treasure trove
of knowledge.

I wish that all Tyros and Maven in orthopaedics get an
opportunity to read this book and benefit from it. This will take
us closer to our ultimate goal towards better patient outcome,
leading to wide smiled beaming relatives.

Foreword



6 Atlas of Orthopaedic Surgical Exposures

My beste ønsker… (best wishes) to Dr L Prakash for his new
book, which I am certain will not only benefit the trainee and
beginner, but also the middle to senior level surgeons like me,
who would take this opportunity to brush up on their knowledge
of orthopaedic exposures.

Arvind Jain Diwaker

Paediatric Orthopaedic Consultant

Lalitpur, India | Oslo, Norway



Most books on orthopaedic exposures are heavy on words
 and low on pictures. In addition, reading them feels like

a chore and is seldom a pleasure. Many years back I decided to
write a book with nice colour illustrations and crisp short text
that could actually teach the operating surgeon how to reach a
specific bone or joint.

This is not a book of operative orthopaedics. This is just a
book that teaches you exposures. During my training days,
whenever I read these books I was always fascinated by the
history behind each approach and decided to incorporate the
same in this book.

Unlike my earlier orthopaedic books, there is not much
original in this book because I have borrowed heavily from the
literature both the descriptions and the illustrations. The
descriptions, however, I have simplified and the pictures I have
redrawn and water coloured myself.

Though I have described most of the common and a few
uncommon exposures, the book is by no means exhaustive
enough to include all the exposures available in the literature.

However, I am certain that the incisions and exposures
described in the book will certainly be adequate in most
situations that an average orthopaedic surgeon faces during
day-to-day practice.

The book is accompanied by two audio book CDs, that you
can listen on long drives as you visualise the surgery. An
additional atlas of cadaveric pictures is planned in the near
future. I hope the readers enjoys reading the book as much as I
enjoyed writing and illustrating it.

L Prakash

Preface
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